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QUESTION 1

A customer has a version 6 2 Integrity VM, and they convert this guest to a vPar using the following command: 

The hpvmmodify command completes successfully. When they attempt to boot the guest in vPar mode, they get the
following output 

What ate the possible reasons the vPar failed to boot? (Select two) 

A. TheVM guest was running a version of HP-UX 1li v3 prior 10 the September 2011 update release, which is not a
supported vPar OS 

B. The VM guest did not have the required vPar guest kit installed and therefore cannot run in vPar mode 

C. The VM guest was running HP-UX 11i v2 which is not a supported vPar OS 

D. The VM guest was not configured with sufficient memory to run as a vPar guest 

E. The VM guest was running a version of HP-UX 11i v3 prior to the September 2012 update release, which is not a
supported vPar OS 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer manages several applications within a single OS and wants to define policies to manage the allocation of
CPU, memory, and disk bandwidth per application. 
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What can the customer use? 

A. Virtual Machine Manager 

B. HP-UX Scheduler 

C. Global Workload Manager 

D. Process Resource Manager 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer wants a partitioning solution that has the ability to move running workloads to eliminate downtime and
increase flexibility, especially for proactive maintenance and workload balancing. Which solutions provide this
capability? (Select two) 

A. nPars 

B. vPars v5 

C. Integrity VM v6 

D. Integrity VM v4 

E. vPars v6 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer must determine which method of UNIX user management is best for environments of varying size. Which
solution best matches the stated environment size. 

Hot Area: 
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Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 5

You are trying to create a new Serviceguard cluster with two nodes. The /etc/cmcluster/cmclnodelist file exists and is
correct on both nodes. They can resolve hostnames and IP addresses correctly, and Serviceguard is installed correctly
on both nodes. When running the command cmquerycl -v -n nodeB - nnodeA on node nodeA, it works but when run on
node nodeB, the same command fails with the following message: 
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What is the cause of this problem? 

A. The "auth" service entry is commented out in the /etc/inetd. conf file on node nodeA. 

B. The "auth" service entry is commented out in the /etc/inetd conf file on node nodeB 

C. The "hacl-probe" service entry is commented out in the /etc/inetd conf file on node nodeA 

D. The "hacl probe" service entry is commented out in the /etc/inetd conf file on node nodeB. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A package (my_ pkg) has failed on your Serviceguard cluster due to its Primary node failing. Running the cmviewcl -v
--p my_pkg command shows the SWITCHING parameter set to disabled. 

Which command will make it possible for the package to start on the remaining nodes? 

A. cmcheckconf 

B. cmrunpkg 

C. cmapplyconf 

D. cmmodpkg 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

What does a high number of Voluntary Context Switches for a process indicate? 

A. The process has been removed and returned to the run queue by the scheduler 

B. The "nice" value associated with the process has frequently changed 

C. The process has regularly been deactivated by the swapper 

D. The process has gone to sleep a number of times 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 8

Serviceguard A 11 20 introduced a file called /etc/cmcluster/cmclfiles2check. Which command can be used to source
this file to do cluster verification checks? 

A. cmcheckconf 

B. cmcompare 

C. cmscancl 

D. cmcheckdg 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 9

During performance analysis, you find the process being monitored is sleeping. Which question should you then try to
answer? 

A. Are the disks busy almost all the time? 

B. What is causing the waiting state? 

C. Is CPU utilization high? 

D. Is memory utilization high? 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Which statements describe the functionality of Process Resource Manager (PRM)? (Select two.) 

A. PRM allocates CPU, I/O. and Network resources. 

B. PRM increases application uptime. 

C. PRM allows resource allocation based on defined rules. 

D. PRM migrates CPUs across vPars 

E. PRM uses its own process scheduler 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 11
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Which command can you use to display all network interfaces including interface link state interface type, and driver
type? 

A. nwmgr 

B. ioscankfnClan 

C. netstat -an 

D. lanscan 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

An administrator needs to migrate several Integrity version 6 vPars to another VSP. What is required? (Select two) 

A. Target VSP must be running the same version of Integrity VM and vPars software 

B. Target VSP must have an identical processor family 

C. vPars must be taken offline. 

D. Backing stores must be visible to the target 

E. The vPars virtual DVD must be online 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

 

QUESTION 13

What are the customer benefits of the HP-UX Operating Environments (e.g. VSE-OE, HA-OE. DC-OE), as compared lo
ordering the same software separately? (Select three) 

A. Reduced purchasing cost for customer 

B. Reduced amount of codewords required to manage software 

C. Performance of HP applications tuned with the HP-UX OS 

D. Reduced amount of disk space used for OS and HP applications 

E. Reduced new-system sales quote and configuration complexity 

F. reduced number of service contracts 

Correct Answer: ACF 

 

QUESTION 14
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Which activity requires a reboot of a Superdome 2 server? 

A. Modifying a dynamic kernel parameter 

B. Extending the /home file system when online JFS is installed and licensed 

C. Installing additional cell blades to an nPar 

D. Manipulating a number of active cores using iCAP 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

A customer is moving to an Integrity platform but has legacy PA-RISC applications that cannot be recompiled on
Integrity. 

Which type of container can provide binary emulation environment for the customer\\'s applications? 

A. PA RISC Container 

B. System Container 

C. HP 9000 Container 

D. Workload Container 

Correct Answer: C 
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